Home Sharing Benefits the Pasadena Community and Pasadena Residents
ome sharing benefits the home sharing residents by providing much needed income, which not only
supports them but also local service providers. Home sharing guests benefit local businesses across the
city- not just those in tourist destination areas. Many small, neighborhood businesses might not otherwise
gain from tourist spending.
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Home Sharing Supports the Middle Class:

• Home sharing benefits the economy and neighborhoods because it enables us as hosts- ranging from long-term
residents on fixed incomes to young families - who love our Pasadena communities to afford to live in Pasadena.
• Home sharing maintains and strengthens neighborhoods by allowing residents across the demographic spectrum to afford to live in Pasadena.
Home Sharing Benefits the Pasadena Economy:

• Home sharing via Airbnb benefits the city-wide economy because guests spend money in neighborhoods all
across the city - not just tourist zones - which supports small businesses and a diverse, vibrant local economy.
• According to a study conducted by Airbnb, almost half (47%) of the money spent by guests is spent in t he neighborhood where they stay.
• Home sharing supports local jobs; hosts hire local cleaners, plumbers, electricians, handymen, gardeners, etc.

Airbnb has enabled me to keep my home and not go into foreclosure. This has enabled me to keep my business because I work from home -sa I pay my business taxes! I have made some wonderful friends from all aver
the world. I have helped people relocating to Pasadena to find places to Jive, get settled, set up bank accounts,
and furnish their new homes. I have mare friends in the community, and my guests are also more integrated into
Pasadena and community life here. )

Home Sharing Beautifies Neighborhoods:

• Competition for bookings motivates Airbnb hosts to keep their homes in good condition and appearance; thus,
Airbnb strengthens neighborhood property values and beautifies neighborhoods.

Airbnb homes are spread throughout Pasadena
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Home shoring brings revenue into non-tourist neighborhoods and
small merchants through guests' spending at local businesses.

Small Percentage of Pasadena Residents
Home Share; Most Only on Limited Basis
ost Pasadena Airbnb home sharing hosts only
rent their rooms or property on a part-time
basis. Many like the flexibility of keeping space available for vis iting fami ly and friends. Others choose
to only rent when they travel or during a big event,
such as the Rose Parade.
Out of the more than 60 thousand households in
Pasadena, in 2014 there were only 228 are Airbnb
hosts. While this number has increased to about
400 in 2016, it is still a small percentage of the total
population, and listings are spread city-wide, not
bunched, so no one neighborhood is impacted.
According to data provided by Airbnb, the annual
average number of night s that Pasadena hosts rent
t heir rooms or property is 49 nights during the 2014
fiscal year
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For further information, please contact the Pasadena HomeSharing Network: pasadenahomesharing@gmail.com
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Neighborhood Character:
Nuisance Complaints, Noise, Traffic, Dangers of Multiple Strangers Often Overstated
s on-site hosts, we are part of our neighborhoods: long-term Pasadena residents. The fact that there is a lack of
complaints shows that neighbors- concentrating on the demands of their own lives- are often not even aware
of short-term rental activity.
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Since home-sharing hosts live on the properties, they are very careful about whom they welcome into their homes
and neighborhoods, which is why they screen their guests carefully. An advantage to using Airbnb is the user verification process. Both guest and host must submit government issued IDs, along with their names and photographs.
Additionally, the Airbnb website states: "[W]e currently check certain databases of public state and county criminal
records, as well as state and national sex offender registries on U.S.-based guests and hosts ....which checks the user's
identity against public records of convictions and sex offender registries .... we may, to the extent permitted by applicable laws and to the extent available, obtain the local version of background or registered sex offender checks. To
the extent we do this outside the United States, we will use one of our approved vendors, which checks the user's
identity against available local databases ... .We also check the OFAC list (which includes terrorist designations) for all
users that transact on the platform." This level of investigation is more than many landlords complete when renting
a property long-term, which is often limited to a credit check. So neighbors can be assured about the visitors Airbnb
hosts are welcoming into their homes.
We Pasadena home-sharing hosts are just as concerned about our neighborhoods as are our neighbors. In addition
to vetting our guests, we make sure that no noise or parking issues arise. Contrary to assertions in the staff report, we
do not commonly allow large gatherings or bachelor/bachelorette party groups. Very few listings in Pasadena allow
parties or events of any type and most hosts post rules (on the websites and in the physical rentals) prohibiting loud
noise and disruptive activities of any sort.
We also improve the value of our neighborhoods. Being hosts almost mandates that we maintain our homes so
that they will have curb appeal- thus we often improve the physical character of the neighborhood, thanks to the
income we receive as hosts and the motivation to maintain our listings' appeal.
Noise Complaints Are low, Well Handled:
• Airbnb provides a dedicated e-mail hot line for neighbors of Airbnb hosts;
excessive complaints can lead to de-listing of a host.
• Our hosts monitor their guests to prevent partying or loud disturbances.
• As a last resort, Pasadena Police respond promptly and efficiently hand le
noise complaints.
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Noise Complaints Are Mostly in Tourist Area s,
Few in Neighborhoods:
• Pasadena Police responded to 57 Disturbing the Peace complaint calls
city-wide from February 2, 2015 -August 1, 2015. Of these, 9 were for
fights; 1 gang activity; 1 unruly group; 11oud music.
• Disturbing the Peace complaints are not spread throughout the city
as are Airbnb listings.
• Contra ry to some allegations that Airbnb caused disruption in the
Linda Vist a-Allendale neighborhood, there were only 3 Disturbing the
Peace complaint calls in that area.
Traffic and Parking a Non-Issue:
• Our data shows that 87% of Pasadena HomeSharing Network hosts
have on-site parking for their guests; the remaining 13% require guests
to purchase a parking permit.
• Since our hosts are distributed throughout the city, there is no mass No calls registered in area blocked by inset map
impact of guests or traffic.
Data from CnmeMapping.com
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Working Together Toward a New Ordinance:
he goal of the Pasadena HomeSharing Network is to work with City of Pasadena officials and staff, home
sharing hosts, and Airbnb corporate representatives to become a model of citizen-corporate-municipal cooperation . We are eager to create a legal environment where hosts, guests, and the City of Pasadena all reap the
economic benefits of this new technology while preserving the tranquility and character of our neighborhoods.
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The Pasadena HomeSharing Network appreciates our continuing dialogue with City staff and Council regarding
revisions to the Pasadena Municipal Code dealing with short-term rentals, home sharing, and vacation rentals.
We concur with city staff that:
• Pasadena should establish a regulatory frame work to legalize and regulate short-term rentals.
We note that this framework should recognize that the majority of home sharers depend upon the income
they gain from their listing rentals. An overly restrictive regulation would be detrimental and could cause enforcement problems. Any new code should have ease of compliance.
• Hosts should register with the City.
We emphasize that the registration process should be simple and low cost. The registration/license/permit
should be automatically renewable if no com plaints have been logged against the host.
• Hosts should collect and remit Transient Occupancy Tax (TOT).
We note that ideally TOT should be handled through the online platforms. Where not facilitated by the online
platform, the remitting procedure should be simple.
We suggest this TOT be used t oward affordable housing efforts.

Reasonable and Enforceable Regulations Are the Solution
Key Points for Consideration for New Ordinance:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Home sharing is currently legal, but codes are unclear.
Home sharing should continue to be legal and unrestricted for private homeowners within their primary homes
or on the property of their primary residences.
There should be no limit on the number of hosting days a resident homeowner rents their primary home- either
rooms or whole houses on their property where they live. Renters with permission from their landlords should
also be allowed unlimited home sharing rental days.
The number of hosting days for Pasadena residents who live near their short-term rental properties and supervise
those properties should also be unlimited.
The Pasadena HomeSharing Network is not in favor of absentee landlord vacation rental properties.
The Pasadena HomeSharing Network supports a simple and low cost registration/license/permit for home sharing hosts. It should be automatically renewable if no complaints have been logged against the host.
The Pasadena HomeSharing Network supports paying TOT. We favor the TOT being used for affordable housing.
Regulations (including any inspection process) need to be simple, have ease of compliance, and not be more
costly to enforce than any financial benefits gained from any TOT.
Since all residential property undergoes an occupancy inspection, additional inspections should only be necessary
if multiple complaints are made against the individual host.

Pasadena Has a Tradition of Welcoming Visitors
orne Sharing as defined in this report is true sharing of one's home or space on the property where one
lives - the welcoming of guests into one's own home in exchange for monetary payment. Home sharing is not new to Pasadena . For example, in decades past, the Chamber of Commerce solicited community
members to open their homes to guests during the Rose Parade. Home sharers are community members not
absentee owners renting their properties as full-time, short-term vacation rentals.
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The more than 70 home sharing hosts in the Pasadena HomeSharing Network all list their properties through
the website Airbnb, which fosters trust and security through verification, vetting, and reviews of and by guests
and hosts. These security measures are examples of how Airbnb differs from other online rental platforms
such as VRBO, HomeAway, FlipKey, etc. Airbnb is not a generic term that refers to all online rentals.
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